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	Auction 274


	
		See prices realized 273 at: http://www.vlastos.gr/catalogues/167.pdf

Unsold lots 273: http://www.vlastos.gr/catalogues/168.pdf
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	All Lots
PREADHESIVES - ESSAYS (2)
1896 OLYMPIC GAMES (18)
1900 - 1901 OVERPRINTS (100)
1901 - 1906 ISSUES (45)
ENGRAVED - LITHOGRAPHIC ISSUES (46)
1912 - 1913 HELLENIC ADMINISTRATION (84)
1913 - 1923 ISSUES (73)
1924 - 1944 ISSUES (74)
1945 - TODAY ISSUES (140)
AIRPOST STAMPS (66)
CHARITY STAMPS (46)
POSTAGE DUE STAMPS (50)
NATIONAL RESISTANCE ISSUES (37)
UNOFFICIAL ISSUES (6)
MOUNT ATHOS (73)
DEDEAGATZ (6)
DODECANESE (113)
EPIRUS (29)
SALONICA (29)
THRACE - PORTO LAGOS (36)
IONIAN ISLANDS (17)
KAVALLA (6)
CRETE (60)
CRETE - FOREIGN P.O. (31)
LEMNOS (19)
SAMOS (16)
VARIOUS LOTS (7)
THESSALY (5)
ICARIA (2)
MYTILENE (5)
CHIOS (1)
SMYRNE (1)
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	Picture	Lot number	Description	Symbol	Starting price	Sold price
	
					
						[image: 1671]
					
					
					
						1671					
					
					
						(C103A), 1 Dr. in corner B4. Perforated 12 1/2 X 13 1/2 "ASPIOTI-ELKA" edition of 1958. RRR and VF					
					[image: ]	200.00€	
					260.00€				
	
					
						[image: 1672]
					
					
					
						1672					
					
					
						Interesting collection of more than 170 charity stamps mint and used with overprint varieties. VF					
					[image: ]/[image: ]	170.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1673]
					
					
					
						1673					
					
					
						(C12vG), 1 lep./1 lep. with brown overprint, with straight line instead of accent. VF					
					[image: ]	12.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1674]
					
					
					
						1674					
					
					
						(C12e, C13e, C13A, C13Xb, C13Xc, C13Xe), 1 lep./1 lep., 1 lep./3 lep. 6 stamps with various overprint errors. F					
					[image: ]	20.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1675]
					
					
					
						1675					
					
					
						(C13X, C13XI), 1 lep./3 lep. marginal B4. One stamp with variety "K.M.". R and VF					
					[image: ]	15.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1676]
					
					
					
						1676					
					
					
						REGISTERED COVER from Volos to Cavalla franked with 40 lep. "E.T." (Vl. 335) and 8 charity stamps with errors (Vl. C13Xa, C15c, C17e, C19b, C20b, C23c, C24Xc, C25b). Cancelled with "VOLOS 24 ΔΕΚ. 18" and triangular censor mark. Transit cds "ΘΕΣΣΑΛΟΝΙΚΗ" and arrival cds "ΚΑΒΑΛΑ". Philatelic and Rare. VF					
					[image: ]	300.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1677]
					
					
					
						1677					
					
					
						(C13Xb), 1 lep./3 lep. corner B4 with double overprint. VF					
					[image: ]	40.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1678]
					
					
					
						1678					
					
					
						(C13Y+C13YM), 1 lep./3 lep. in marginal B6, lower pair with overprint variety "Κ..Π". VF					
					[image: ]	12.00€	
					17.00€				
	
					
						[image: 1679]
					
					
					
						1679					
					
					
						(C13Y, C13YG, C13ΥΙ), 1 lep./3 lep. in marginal B6, thin overprint, plate type II, with varieties "straight line over υ" and "K.M.". SUPERB					
					[image: ]	40.00€	
					40.00€				
	
					
						[image: 1680]
					
					
					
						1680					
					
					
						(C13XB), 1 lep./3 lep. plate II with overprint type II and variety "λεπτρυ" instead of "λεπτου". R and VF					
					[image: ]	10.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1681]
					
					
					
						1681					
					
					
						(C14e), 5 lep./1 lep. single and pair with inverted overprint. F					
					[image: ]/[image: ]	25.00€	
					25.00€				
	
					
						[image: 1682]
					
					
					
						1682					
					
					
						(C15b), 5 lep./20 lep. with double overprint. VF					
					[image: ]	15.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1683]
					
					
					
						1683					
					
					
						(C15c), 5 lep./20 lep. in B4 with double overprint, one inverted. VF					
					[image: ]	60.00€	
					50.00€				
	
					
						[image: 1684]
					
					
					
						1684					
					
					
						(C20+C20N), 30 lep./30 lep. in B4, one stamp with "Π with upper dot" pos. 58. VF					
					[image: ]	9.00€	
					11.00€				
	
					
						[image: 1685]
					
					
					
						1685					
					
					
						(C24Xb), 5 lep./40 lep. with double overprint. VF					
					[image: ]	10.00€	
					27.00€				
	
					
						[image: 1686]
					
					
					
						1686					
					
					
						(C24Xq), 5 lep./40 lep. in B4, one stamp perforated 10 1/2 on left side. Very interesting that only one stamp has different perforation. VF					
					[image: ]	40.00€	
					10.00€				
	
					
						[image: 1687]
					
					
					
						1687					
					
					
						(D41a), 3 lep. with double overprint reading up. VF					
					[image: ]	15.00€	
					32.00€				
	
					
						[image: 1688]
					
					
					
						1688					
					
					
						(C44, C44s), 1 lep./50 lep. marginal B4, one stamp with variety two figures "1" straight. SUPERB					
					[image: ]	120.00€	
					140.00€				
	
					
						[image: 1689]
					
					
					
						1689					
					
					
						(C44t), 1 lep./50 lep. one figure "1" straight. VF					
					[image: ]	100.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1690]
					
					
					
						1690					
					
					
						(C44t), 1 lep./50 lep. One figure "1" straight. VF					
					[image: ]	50.00€	
					30.00€				
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